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1LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
INTRODUCTION
Opening Remarks
In Monographs 100, 105 and 107, the reader will find introductory comments for my work on 
the Codex Atlanticus. To give to each volume unity and a selfcontained style, I am repeating some of 
my comments on the Codex Atlanticus and my explanation of how these monographs are organized. 
For other topics: Leonardo's innovative work in fluid mechanics and transport phenomena, his 
methodology, the methodology followed in studying his work, and the paramount question of the 
adequate methodology for a synthesis of his studies, see IIHR Monograph 107.
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo da Vinci, studied many flow and transport 
phenomena using a methodology in which analogy, paradox, experiments, trial and error, and 
observation played a central role. He was more original in his fluid-mechanical studies than in any 
other field of endeavor, as I have already explained in recent publications [Macagno 1985a,b, 1987a, 
1987c]. Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in the past, 
without ever making an attempt at encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings concerning flow 
and transport phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material. Note that this encompasses the four 
elements considered by Leonardo. By the 1940's, there was already at the disposal of scholars a 
coherent body of fluid-mechanical knowledge [see the collected papers of L. Prandd and G.I. Taylor], 
but none seems to have taken advantage of the modem developments of fluid mechanics to investigate 
the Leonardian science of flow. I do not forget the excellent specialized publications of F. Arredi and 
R. Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics and aeronautics respectively, but they only show that 
constructive critical work like theirs is rare in the long history of writings about the work of Leonardo 
[Arredi 1942-43, Giacomelli 1936]. A final synthesis, based on modern views, of Leonardo's science
2of flow as it appears in the original documents remains to be arrived at, and it will require, no doubt, a 
monumental work if one takes into account the nature of the numerous documents, none of which 
contains a systematic compilation on flow phenomena. In this respect, the Codex Atlanticus is an 
example of complete lack of order in the topics; it is true that this is not entirely the fault of Leonardo 
but mainly of the compiler of the codex.
A synoptical preview of the great variety of topics covered by Leonardo in his studies of flow 
science is possible by examining IIHR Monograph No. 100 [Macagno 1986b] as well as my 
publications on the Madrid, Hammer, Forster and Arundel Codices, and the Ms A France [Macagno 
1982, 1985a, 1986a, 1987 c, 1988b, 1989b]. More will be available in the near future as outputs of 
my ongoing project concerning the French Manuscripts. But not only the work itself is of great 
interest, one must consider also the methodology of Leonardo which is still more difficult to trace; on 
this aspect, I have already written some contributions [Macagno 1982, 1985b]. In fact, one can 
wonder what is more interesting: whether the observation and analysis of so many different 
phenomena, or the innovative way in which they were studied by Leonardo.
3THE CODEX ATLANTICUS
Brief History
According to Professor Carlo Pedretti [1978], we do not really have a codex, because a codex 
is "a book, the sheets of which are already sewn in signatures when its pages come to be filled with 
notes." What has been called the Codex Atlanticus is a collection of sheets which were put together by 
Pompeo Leoni, at the end of the sixteenth century. On the cover, Leoni put an inscription: "Disegni di 
machine et delle arti secreti et altre cose di Leonardo da Vinci raccolti da Pompeo Leoni." The present 
name comes from the Atlas format. Pedretti reports that Baldassare Oltrocchi, librarian of the 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, called this volume "Codice delle sue carte in forma Atlantica, and also "Codice 
Atlantico." This name is universally accepted, although it is misleading, because what we really have is 
a collection of papers which were mounted by Pompeo Leoni on the white sheets of a large-format 
book (65 cm x 44 cm).
According to Professor Augusto Marinoni [1954, 1975], the painter Pompeo Leoni came into 
possession of most of the notebooks and papers left by Leonardo da Vinci to Francesco Melzi. 
Marinoni estimates that there were about fifty notebooks and nearly 2000 loose sheets. He does not 
believe (as Pedretti does) that Leoni destroyed or damaged notebooks to prepare his album, and 
mentions a study by André Corbeau [1968] in support of his opinion, based on the fact that there are 
no traces in the sheets of having ever been sewn into a notebook. Marinoni grants, however, that 
Pompeo Leoni used liberally the scissors and the knife in his separation of notes and drawings 
referring to artistic and anatomical subjects from those on technological and scientific matters. Leoni 
appears to have attempted to put in some logical order the sheets and their fragments, but was rather 
unsuccessful. An example of how Leoni messed up things is given by Marinoni in his discussion of 
folios 169, 173 and 177. Leoni did also some damage through his mounting of sheets on 
inappropriate windows cut in the blank pages of the original atlas. But we must still be thankful to 
Pompeo Leoni, because he helped in preserving hundred of sheets for posterity. It is believed that 
about half of the papers of Leonardo, if not more, have been lost due to lack of interest and care.
4One interesting facet of the history of the Codex Atlanticus is that it was not always highly 
valued as it is nowadays. Marinoni reports that, a few years after the death of Leoni in 1608, his son 
Giovan Battista offered the Codex to Cosimo II de'Medici together with fifteen smaller books by 
Leonardo. An expert, Giovan Francesco Cantagallina, an engineer, was consulted and produced a 
negative report, saying that the codex was very trivial, not worth of being possessed by the grand 
duke. I think we should not rush to condemn Gantagallina; an engineer is bound to see in the 
apparently messy notes and the many times not-too-neat sketches of Leonardo the signs of worthless 
work. Some years later, the Codex was acquired by the Milanese count Galeazzo Arconati from 
Vittoria Leoni, daughter of Pompeo. It seems that Milano has honored always Leonardo more than 
Firenze did. Arconati, after a few years, made a donation to the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of eleven 
manuscripts of Leonardo, including the Codex Atlanticus. There the Codex remained until May 1796 
when Napoleon decided to transfer it to Paris together with a number of notebooks of Leonardo. It 
was also stated that the transfer was requested by G.B. Venturi, a man from Modena (Italy), who was 
a professor in Paris, and wanted to study the manuscripts. After the fall of Napoleon, the Austrian 
government requested from the French government, the restitution of the pillaged books, but only the 
Codex Atlanticus was returned to the Biblioteca Ambrosiana.
Publications of the Codex Atlanticus
The manuscripts kept in Paris were published by Ravaisson-Mollien in between 1881 and 
1891, about four centuries after Leonardo wrote them. Ravaisson-Mollien did a reasonably good 
work regarding the Leonardian hydraulics that he rendered into French; either he knew some fluid 
mechanics himself or had a knowledgeable associate or assistant. The French initiative seems to have 
stimulated the Italians to do something alike with the companion document returned by the French after 
the final defeat of Napoleon, the Codex Atlanticus, and in between 1894 and 1904, under the editorial 
effort of Giovanni Piumati, Hoepli of Milano did the first publication of the Codex. The process for 
the second printing started in 1962, when the Codex was transferred from the Ambrosiana Library to 
the monastery of Grottaferrata to be restored with funds provided by the Italian government. The 
restoration was accomplished under the direction of Father Giosafat Kurilo. According to Marinoni,
5the old volume, or album, is now at the Ambrosiana: "come spoglia di una larva mutata in un essere 
più splendido". Pedretti is much more critical of the work done in this restoration, which was 
completed in 1970. I consider that I must mention these aspects, as well as others of scientific interest, 
because there is always a great danger of inflicting serious damage when—perhaps with the best 
intentions—somebody undertakes to introduce changes in the documents from the past. Pedretti 
summarizes his opinion in the following sentence: "It is in fact much to be regretted that the 
'restoration' has often resulted in serious damage to the originals." In his Catalogue [Pedretti 1978] of 
the newly restored sheets, Pedretti points out for each folio the damage done, and the errors in 
mounting the sheets. He also gives the estimated date for each page, which has been included in these 
monographs.
The restored Codex Atlanticus has been published by Giunti-Barbèra of Firenze [1975-80]. 
The editor was Prof. Augusto Marinoni of Milano. It consists of twelve large volumes with plates, 
and twelve smaller volumes with the transcriptions (diplomatic and critical) by Marinoni. There are 
1119 folios, of which 998 contain only one of the original sheets; in facsimile, of course. The 
remaining folios contain from two up to thirteen sheets. The numbering of the folios in the two 
versions of the Codex Atlanticus is quite different. Marinoni has included in each volume the 
correspondence between old and new numbers. Such correspondence was also published in the new 
version of the book by F. Calvi on the manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, edited by Marinoni in 1982. 
I have included this correspondence for each of the folios included in this study of the Leonardian 
Fluid Mechanics in the Codex Atlanticus.
6ORGANIZATION OF THIS VOLUME
In this monograph the reader will find a double page arrangement, whenever drawings have 
been included to illustrated the passages transcribed from the Codex Atlanticus. The page on the left- 
hand side contains my version in English of such passages, and my indication of words or sentences 
that caused me some problems. The words in question are underlined, and the corresponding words 
in Italian (or more precisely, in Leonardesque) are given. On the right-hand side page there is a 
succinct "map" of the corresponding page in the codex, showing the approximate location of the 
drawings. Also included are the corresponding drawings; I have drawn the sketches myself, because I 
want to give my own interpretation of them as a fluid-mechanicist.
As explained several times, my work is limited to the notes and drawings concerning flow and 
transport phenomena and related topics. I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because 
each passage needs to be rendered as a unique piece. In some cases, I thought it was better to be as 
literal as possible, to convey what Leonardo was clearly saying; in other cases, I found that he was not 
too careful with his writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as 
something to be explained.,.as a matter of exegetical translation. In addition to this, I have had no 
hesitation to show my doubts whenever they existed. It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the 
more one knows about a given field, the more difficult it seems to be sure of what Leonardo says 
concerning specific topics in such a field. Only generalists seem to make confident translators and not 
to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by Leonardo there are many ambiguities and 
many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points may remain for ever in doubt. There is 
still much work to be done before we can offer, for the general public, a truly coherent synthetical 
version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. However, in some areas, consistent and 
plausible views are emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the papers I have already published 
(see References).
7FUTURE WORK
Regarding the Codex Atlanticus, it remains to put together the rest of the material selected in the 
same form as the first seven of the twelve volumes of the second publication of this document. Then 
the work of synthesis can proceed. By the time this phase of the study of the Codex Atlanticus is 
completed, I hope to have completed also.about half of the Manuscripts at the Institute de France The 
Codices Hammer, Forster and Arundel have already been the object of similar analytical studies, 
although not as extensively It will remain to do a more systematic work for those codices, and for the 
Codices Madrid. For the latter, I have published a preliminary study in 1982. It remains also the 
analysis of other documents with less fluid mechanical content.[See, e.g. Clark, 1968]
The work of synthesis has already been started and soon I will proceed at a more intense pace. 
I hope to attract collaborators for the work of synthesis in some areas which are less known to me than 
those of general fluid mechanics and engineering hydraulics. Specially important is to find scholars 
interested in co-operating in the synthesis of fluvial hydraulics, flow machines, and some areas of 
physics.
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V I - 1
CA 457 R (167 v.a) c. 1513-14
Drawing of sea shore with the letters n - b - 
m - o a - d
Three are the winds which bend toward the 
west the rivers discharging in the Mediterra­
nean sea through channels which look to the 
south. It is proven this way. The sand that 
the winds throw into the water is not anymore 
under the power of the winds because it falls 
in the water which covers it and pjrotects it 
from such winds. Hence the river n m, which 
flows south into the sea, will acquire ini­
tially motion to the west, when the winds 
called 'grecho elleuante essirocho' which at 
different times _catch_ the dry sand of the bed 
and th_row it into the sea; there the sand 
sinks and settles over the bottom of the 
sea. But the wind 'aqujlone' said grecho 
throws it to 'libeccio' and 'sirocho' throws 
it to 'maesstro'. But the southern waves, 
which impact on the bed throw back the sand
into the river while the r_iver_bounces_it
J^ack toward the sea. And where the waves 
reflected by the bed encounter the oncoming 
waves, the motion of the waves stops and they 
lack 'potentia' to move (the sand). Hence 
the sand, tha_t__ijiturbidat e s_ the water, falls 
down to the bottom. This is the sand that
becomes dam and bends towards the west the 
said river. Why the course of the above said 
river does not bend to the east instead of 
the west? Because it is proven that the sea 
runs toward the west and not toward the east. 
Hence, we will make a bridge, wide and low as 
the bed, made of thick boards.
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On the margin :
Dunes (underwater) - Beach Tomulo, spianata
a Bridge
Upper part3 after turning the folio upside- 
down :
Of the rivers which discharge their waters 
into the sea.
Two sketches 3 the second with m a - r n:
Of the straight water flows of the same
course and width, on a plane__bottom, and
(same) distance to the sea, that one will 
have a surface with maximum inclination which 
receives the m_^ x imum_ water discharge.
pianfondo
piu abbondante quantità
Sketches on the margin:
Of the straight rivers.
That water has slower motion which is closer 
to the bottom, when the bottom is plane and 
of uniform width. In rivers which have the 
bottom lower than the surface of the sea 
water_ only the water that is above the sea 
surface flows. And this follows from the 9_th 
which says: "the waters at the same height
do not per se move". Conversely the water 
which is higher (than the reference water) 
will flow and so much more the larger is the 
inequality in elevation.
Of the waters which go down from the same 
height to the same low point having the same 
length of channel, the divergent one will be
piano
acqua marina 
nona
disgreghabile
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faster than the convergent ; this is due to 
the fact that the d_ivergeji_t one acquires more 
inclination than the convergent one.
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CA 460 V (168 v.b) c. 1516-17
Of the fjAJ^ id 'inpeto'; i.e. of the (inpeto 
of) air, water, and other substances, etc.
The 'inpeto' in each degree of time acquires 
degrees of diminution and the prolongation of 
its essence is due to the air or the water 
which, behind the moving body, closes in 
filling the vacuum created by the body as it 
P® D t ® s ( the fluid).
Such air is more powerful, at impacting and 
at exerting percussive pressure behind the 
body, than the air in front at resisting the 
penetration of the body with its compr e_s_sion_. 
And the compression of the air is what redu­
ces the intensity of the aforesaid 'inpeto' 
in the said body.
Why is faster the fish in the water than the 
bird in the air. It should be the opposite, 
since the water is heavier and denser than 
the air and the fish is of more weight and 
has smaller wings than the bird.
It is because of this: the fish is not moved 
from its place by the rapid currents of wat­
er, while the bird is carried by the air when 
the wind is intense. And in addition to 
this, one sees the fish climbing very steep 
falls of water with very fast motion like the 
JJLcjhtn_i_ng_ through thick clouds, which seems a 
wonderous thing. And this happens because of 
the great velocity of such body, which ex­
ceeds that of the water by so much that the 
water seems to be at rest compared with the 
motion of the fish. The ratio of their velo-
liqujdo
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cities is like one to ten: one for the water
and ten for the fish. Therefore, we have ten 
which exceeds one by nine. Hence the fish, 
having a 'potentia' of ten, remains with a 
potentia of nine, with which 'potentia' it 
climbs such fall which has a 'potentia' of 
ten, and the water takes from it one, thus 
leaving 9.
This happens because the water itself is 
de_n_ser than the air and hence he_ay_i e r. Be­
cause of that, it becomes faster in filling
the y_^cuum_ which the fish creates behind in 
the place that has abandoned. And even if
the water that the fish impacts ahead of it
does not become denser (or it is not compres­
sed) like the air in front of the bird, it 
makes waves that with their motion prepare 
and increase the motion of the fish, and 
because of this, the fish becomes faster than 
the bird, for which the air ahead becomes
compressed.
Right-hand-side margin:
The 'inpeto' is an _effe_c_t of the local motion 
tr^ r^ sfer_r_ed from the motor to the moving body 
and maintained by the air or the water as it 
moves to avoid the vacuum.
The 'inpeto' of the moving body in the water 
is different from that in the air. This 
difference is due to the differences between 
those two fj_uids_. The air is indefinitely 
compressible and the water is not.
The 'inpeto' of the water divides itself into 
two parts since it is of two natures, of
piu densa piu grave 
uachuo
impressione
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proibitione
liqujdi
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As an illustration of the laboratory methodology 
developed by the author to gain insight into flow 
descriptions in the notebooks of Leonardo, two pho­
tographic records of experiments for CA 460V Dl are 
shown above. These experiments were conducted, as 
many others, at the Institut ftir Hydromechanik of 
the University of Karlsruhe. (Macagno 1982, 1975-85).
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which one is simple and the other is cjompo- 
s_itez The simple is all under water; while 
the other is composite i.e. in between air 
and water, as one can see around the boats.
The 'inpeto' which is simple does not _com- 
pre_ss the water in front of the moving fish, 
but displaces the water towards the back of 
the motion of the fish with the same velocity 
of its motor, and the wave b_efore_ (the body) 
will never be faster than its motor.
But the motion of the boat, called _comp_os.ite 
because it affects water and air, is divided 
in three principal parts, because such motion 
occurs in three Wcty_s, i.e. against the course 
of the river, and in the direction of the 
water current and transversely, i.e., along 
the width of the river.
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CA 461 R (169 r. a ) c. 1508-9
Right-hand-side column:
When one element _is_transformed into another, 
like air into water as it comes in contact 
with a cold region, such element will attract 
_i_n_tens_e_ly all the surrounding air. Thus the 
air moves intensely to occupy the space that 
has been _y_^ £ate_d because of the escape of the 
air. Thus one quantity moves successively 
behind the other until the space left by the 
air is occupied. And this is the (a cause 
of) wind.
'Alberto' - The .yajDor of the wind is generat­
ed by the cold, and it is impacted and 
propelled by the cold. Such cold, if it
th_r_ows_it_ahead, where the heat is, remains
cold. Hence the vapor which is propelled 
cannot return upward due to the cold which 
pu_shes it downward, and cannot go downward 
due to the heat which takes it upward;
convertansi
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quantità
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But if the water _become_s air, then the air 
which was in the place where this auqme_n_ta- 
t_iori occurred must give room to the (newly) 
borri air with _sgee_d_ and 'inpeto'. And this 
is (a cause of) the wind.
Of the simple motion
Never a moved body will be faster than its 
motor during equal times. Hence, the wind 
dr_i_ven by the stars does not have the velo­
city necessary to go around the Earth in 24 
hours as it does the star, which is its mot­
or. Hence s_u_ch_s_tatem_e_nt is false.
V I - 8
therefore it must move transversa1ly_. As for 
me, I believe that there is no motion, 
because the aforementioned 'potentie', being 
equal, equally block their medium. But if it 
moves, the vapor flows and escapes in every 
direction in analogy to the sponge full of 
water when it is squeezed and the water 
escapes along the line through the center of 
the sponge. Hence the north wind generates 
all the winds at the same time.
Left-hand-side column:
That weight will become Jjjghte_r that occupies 
more air.
And that light body will become hea_vier than 
occupies 1jess. _ sp_a_c e .
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Right-hand-side column:
The north wind comes to us from high and
frozen places and ca_n_n_ot_p ic_k___ujq humidity,
and it is pure and cJLean^ because it is cold 
and dry. Because of this it is quite light 
but the speed makes it powerful in its im­
pacts .
The southern wind is not pure and, because is 
hot and dry, picks up the thJLcknes_s of the 
acqueous vapor that yields the Mediterranean 
Sea.
Such (vapors) follow afterwards the course of 
the aforesaid wind with which they become 
mixed; that's why that wind when reaching 
Europe is hot and humid and ejig_ross_ed, and 
even if its motion be little, it has not less 
power than the north wind.
Each wind is naturally cold and dry, but it 
becomes of different Jqinds depending on the 
places over which it blows. The wind leaves, 
as it passes, humidity and coldness in places 
which are dry and hot. And then it takes 
d_ry_ness_ and heat from places which are hot 
and dry. And thus in flowing over each re­
gion it changes its proper t_i_e s ; when it be­
comes hot and dry its 'potentia' becomes 
weak, and when j_t__pjjck_s up again what it has 
lost, it jqq£uperate_s_ its forces, because, 
given the same velocity of flow, the fluid 
will make a larger impact when being heavier, 
and when it is lighter it will give less 
impact.
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When the sun returns during summer time to 
Africa the humidity which had increased dur­
ing winter _is__evap_c^ rate_d_ and increased in
quantity and furiously seeks those places 
capable of providing growth. And this is the 
south wind which during the autumn pushes 
ahead of it the vapors of the Mediterranean 
Sea and conden_s_e_s__them_ in our regions. And 
they fall down for lack of support.
When many winds fight each other, the waves 
of the sea do not have a free course, but
imp_a_ct_e a_c_h _ _o t h e r and go up, and sometimes
sink the ships. And from such a ba_ttle_ the 
higher wind will be the victor because it is 
_s_ubt_l_e and less _c_qmpl_e_x and mixed with the 
other winds.
Left-hand-side column:
• • • • • •
* The air that raises due to the heat, and
draws the humidity w_h_ich___i_s_mixed with
it. . .
The cold attracts the Jpjmour_ and the heat 
expe_l_s it. See the container with water that 
when it is heated converts the water into 
jyapor in great quantity; and if you make a 
small or_i_fice_ in such a container, you will
see such evaporation come_out through such
hole; and it will blow and _run with impetus 
through the rest of the air.
The cold attracts the Jiqmoux and the air 
follows it and the heat expels it, and the 
air escapes pushed by the wave of the vapor 
jo_rod u_c_ed, which is seeking a place where it 
can receive its increase.
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Fragment from third paragraph below figure 
with two half-ciroles with a d c - b:
Here is the first simple method of finding 
squares equal to curvilinear ar_eas with a 
simple motion, using one single proposition, 
which says: "the thing that moves acquires
as much space as it abandons". Of such mo­
tions some are rectilinear and others are 
curvilinear or circular.
modo
superfitie
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CA 465 R (170 v.b) c. 1500 (?)
In the downward flow indicated below for the 
millet there is always a variation from the 
beginning to the end because initially there 
is outpour only from what is perpendicularly 
over the orifice. And afterward, it does not 
continue because the weight of the part 
vertically (above) is missing. Water has 
always its vertical (part) in proportion with 
the transversal, because (water) is 
^2EA?0,2ta 1 above.
Method of experimenting
Vessel with granular material and orifice in 
the bottom■> with the letters m - S - n f:
To see experimentally which millet will be 
the one which comes out through the or_i_fice 
in the bottom of the vessel, take a piece of 
thin paper and form a tube around a cane of 
uniform diameter and glue the ends. Then 
take away the cane and close the lower end
(of the tube) and then fill the tube with
_b 1 acjc__mi_l_let. Then with this tube close the
orifice of the vessel so that the closed end 
coincides with it. Then fill the vessel with 
_whi_te__mi_il_l et_. Once this is done, remove the
tube without removing the stopper that was 
used to close it. In this way, you have
surrounded the _b 1  a c k_m ij._l_l et with wh_ite_m i J L _ - _
let. Then open the orifice completely and 
quickly, and observe the descent of the mil­
let to see whether it is black or white, and 
in what proportion, and you will be able to 
determine which millet comes out first, the
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black millet which is located vertically 
above the orifice or the white millet which 
is more remote. But I have some doubts that 
when the black millet is close to the la_st, 
i.e., it will be low and the white millet 
will be with its slopes high as shown in - m 
n - white millet - and S f - black millet - 
that the white millet will not fall down 
before the black millet.
Above and below a sketch of flow patterns:
Water that flows within water cannot pene­
trate the latter water without moving down 
somewhat; hence its waves and jumps extend 
both over the depth and width of the water.
The quiescent water of a pool with an outlet, 
when it is impacted, in the opposite side or 
on that side of the outlet, by the oncoming 
water will take the shape of a circular wave, 
which is able to push more.
Continuation of the initial text:
Let us open the orifice below in the water 
vessel; you will see the water forming a 
d_im£le above. Now to see if such a dimple is 
fed by the water above or not, incorporate 
some moving tiny seeds, and see if they move 
towards such ho_le showing what the water 
above does. And if you see this, you will be 
able to conclude that the water flowing out 
below is always j^es tojred by the one above 
which from the surface _comes__down uniformly 
to replace the one down below; that is the 
water which is perpendicularly (above the 
orifice) in the vessel.
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Drawing of a bird, to the right:
The larger the bird is, the more it has the
wings out of proportion relative to the
smaller (birds).
Along the upper margin:
The circular parallel which receives a square 
in contact with its circumferences is made up 
of two circles, one twice the other.
sproportionate
paralel circhulare 
lati
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* That cause that moves the humours in all 
the species of animated bodies against the 
natural trend of gravity moves (also) the
water through the terrestria1 veins and
necessity pulls it and superabundance push- 
e_s it and con(^“
u_it_s.
* And with s_t_ranc[e__car_e_ provides all the
parts that feel a need for the humour.
That cause which moves the ilumou_rs. in all the 
species of animated bodies against the natur­
al course of gravity is exactly the same that 
moves through the terrestrial veins the water 
contained in them and forces it through the 
f_i_ne _ cond u i_ts_ ._
And in the way the low blood moves up and 
pours through the injured veins of th_e__h_ead 
and in the way the _sap flows from the lower 
part of the _vine_ to the cut branches, does 
the sea water climb from the depths of the 
sea to the summits of the mountains, where
finding _brok_e_n_cha_n_nels_ it pours down and
returns to the sea. Thus (the water) flows 
inside and outside, when the fo_rced_ mot ion it
surges up and when f_ree__najtur a 1_ motion it
runs down. Thus ga_ther_e_d__t_oqeth_er, it goes 
in a cycle with cp_n_tinua_l__cj_rcu 1 a_tion_. Thus, 
(water) flows from here and there, up and 
down, without ever knowing any rest and not 
in the way but in its nature. Nothing has 
(the water) in itself, but all it has is
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picked up, and it changes in many ways as the 
places it goes through. It does like the 
mirror, that it shows as many images as are 
the things that pass in front of it. Thus 
the water always changes: of place or color, 
of smell or taste, (picks up) new substances 
or qualities, becoming deathly or healthy. 
Sometimes, (water) mixes with air or lets 
itself to be raised by heat, and other times 
reaches the cold region where the heat loses 
its drive (on it) .
In similitude to the hand that squeezes a 
sponge under water, and makes the water in it 
squirt out and j^rqduc_e _wav_es in the surround­
ing water, the air mixed with water and 
squeezed by the cold, escapes the fury and 
expels the surrounding air. And this is a 
cause of the wind.
Similarly to the hand that squeezes under 
water a well ijnbibed_ sponge, thereby squirt­
ing out the enclosed water and making it 
penetrate forcefully in the surrounding water 
and by impact making the latter go away as a 
wave, does the cloud....
In this way the cloud puts pressure on the 
air when the contrary cold restricts it, thus 
creating a wave of air within the air.
On the margin:
End.
No accident changes (the water?) so much, 
that it cannot return finally to its nature.
mortale ossalutjvera
fa ondatione
inbeuerata
la ristrignje 
transmvta
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CA 470a R (171 v.a) c. 1515
Right-hand-side column:
The waves have two motions, one is the prin­
cipal and the other non-principal. The prin­
cipal one is in the middle of the width and 
the depth of the wave; the non-principal is 
the oblique motion? i.e. the one lateral to 
the principal.
Left-hand-side column:
Of water
All the water cj^ rren_t_s which impinge each 
other under any angle jump__up_ and gain weight 
according to the ninth (proposition) of this 
(section) and then they impact the bottom 
which sustains the water, and erode it.
Of the waters that impinge the bottom at 
different _^ _ngles, that one will make a great­
er impact which comes down by the more direct 
line.
CA 470 c (171 v.c) c. 1500-5
Of the _flux_and_reflux made by the entrance
of rivers into J-_ak.es (or seas?). It is nec­
essary to define the question with some prin­
ciples, of which the first is: the water
chorrenti 
saltano in alto
chava 
asspectj
frussi e reflussi 
pelaghi
chonceptionj
VI-17
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which flows in a given direction will be of 
less depth and higher the velocity is; and 
conversely it will have higher depth the 
slower is the flow. Both must have the same 
width and uniform flow and be the same (or 
even?) in its surface".
The water surface in contact with the air 
does not generate any angle in any part of 
its motion.
The water that moves with higher velocity is 
the one that more picks up; and deposits more 
where it becomes slower. And the water mov­
ing in a circular motion will be slower the 
farther it is from the center of such circle; 
and faster the closer it is to the center.
CA 472 V (172 v.c-d) c. 1508
From above:
* The elements are equal if they become of 
the same density.
* The caverns are born from the _pass_a_ge of 
the subterranean waters, and the waters 
which fill them are missing from the sea.
* Hence, there is less water on earth that 
used to be.
* The turbid water laden with powder or fine 
mud as it penetrates into the earth fills
che chonfina
soctilita
corso
soctile
oppila
VI-18
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the fine conduits of the earth, which then 
prevent water from penetrating such earth.
When the unit of earth becomes 10 (tenfold 
in volume) it is similar in density to the 
water; and if such earth would become hun­
dred it would be similar to air; and some­
thing similar would the air do if it were 
transformed into 10; and when such earth 
would become one thousand, it would be 
similar to the fire; similarly for water 
becoming 100, and the air, 10.
meat j
V I - 2 0
CA 473 R (173 r.a + v.b) c. 1490
From above3 on left-hand side:
Motion is not without JLm£act_. Impact will 
not be without body and weight, even if it is 
impact of an e 1 ej^ent__wi th_ijn__i ts_e_lf .
If the bag touches the bottom of the well 
without water underneath it, such a bag would 
want to move upward. If it would do so, it 
would follow that the water which is above 
would be a_t_trac_t_ing it (the bag). And if the 
bag would not move up unless there is water 
underneath, it would follow that the water 
jDushe_s_ it. Here we have to discuss whether 
the air under water ispushed up by the water 
underneath the air, or if the water above it
pulls from it, or if the air desires to re­
turn to its element due to its own nature.
Why a man stays with difficulty on the bottom 
of the water when the water under him is 4 
'dita' in thickness, since then the water 
pushes him up. And the water which is, in
a_l_l, one 'braccio' high cannot float that 
ma_n. Why the dead man stays in between 2
waters? Because there a struggle happens 
among air, water, and earth. The earth part 
wants to sink the man, the air would put him 
o_ut_of__the_jw_ater_. Because the water does not 
weigh in the water, h_e_stjays;_in__between.
perchusione
elemento nel suo elemento
pozo
bag(a)
tirerebe asse 
spingerebbe 
la tira
10 leua in alto tutta
non po sosstenere essomo
11 combatte
louorebe fuori dell acqua 
si sta di mezzo
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CA 474a R (173 r.b) c. 1515
The motion of a spherical body in the air can 
be of two kinds; one is said simple, the 
other composite. The simple motion is that 
in which the surface of the body accomplishes 
the same displacement as its center. But the 
composite motion has much more motion in its 
surface than in its center.
Folio upside-down :
Of 1 inpeto'
How every motion is 'inpetuoso'.
The 'inpeto' is nothing else than an air 
wave, which is not selfgenerated but generat­
ed by other (bodies), or by water.
And there are often cases in which the ' in- 
peto' due to falling water generates waves in 
the air; and in addition, the 'inpeto' of the 
wave in the air generates an impetuous water 
wave, which is regenerated, if the movement 
of the air ceases, by the water wave...
In the margin:
Why the triangular impact generates a round 
wave in the water. And whether the circular 
waves penetrate each other when they meet.
Sketch of the Earth with two spheres :
onda daria
VI-21
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DI
D3
D2
Concerning Di, see experiment by Macagno 1982.
V I - 2 2
The locus of the equality of distance is 
uniformly (disform) from the center of the 
world. The locus of the rectilinearity of 
the distance is uniformly disform from the 
center of the elements.
sito
rettitudine
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CA 479 R (175 r.c) c. 1504
Sketch of a boat with the oar at positions a 
b c d e :
* To move an object against the air or the 
water will be the same as moving such air 
or water against the object.
In what concerns the motion of water, it is 
the same to move the _oar in the quiescent 
water or to make the water flow against the 
fixed oar. Hence when moving the oar from a 
to b, imagine such oar to be fixed and that 
the water is flowing from b to a .
Similar drawing with the letters c b a - f d 
n - m
If the end of the oar is moved from n to m, 
the en_d b of the boat will go from b to c ; 
and if the oar is moved from m to n , b will
go to cl .
Hence such bo_at will describe a curved path; 
to avoid such path, we will rotate the r_ud- 
_d_er.
* But if the oar or the wing move against the 
water or the air, then the boat or the bird 
will have a larger velocity than that of 
such water or air. And in such amount as 
the velocity of the oar or the wing jre.la.r_ 
tive to water or to the air.
On right-hand-side margin:
remo
punta
navilio
timone
contro
VI-23
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* If the motion of the oar or the wings which 
move against the water or the air has a 
velocity equal to that of the water or the 
air, then the motion of such oar or wings 
will be twice as faster as the water or the 
air in which they were.
V I - 2 5
CA 479 V (175 v.b) c. 1504
Turn folio upside-down :
* If the motion of the oar or the wing is 
(not) faster than that of the water or the 
air pushed by them, that quantity of motion 
which _remajL_ns in the water or in the air is 
cornele_te_d by the oar or the wing in oppo­
site direction.
* But if the motion of that water or (that) 
air is in itself faster than that o£ the 
oar or the wing, such oar or wing will not 
move against such water or such air.
And if the motion of water or air is J._tsel_f 
of velocity equal to that of the oar or 
wing which move in the water or air, that 
oar or those wings _wi 1J.__fo_l_low the motion 
of water or air.
Along the margin:
They will not move against that water or air; 
on the contrary they will accompany the _f_low 
of those (water or air).
resto 
finj to
contrario moto
in se 
seguirà
corso
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CA 480a R (176 r.b + 176 r.a) .1508
Frame c:
The thing that moves, either moves up, or 
down, or transversely, or boliquely. And if
it moves up, in each depree_of_displacement
loses velocity. When it moves down, in each 
degree of displacement loses (part) of the 
rj?_c.eived_ ' inpeto' and acquires its own natur­
al ('inpeto'?). And if the thing is water, 
as it goes up it becomes wider, and finally 
the pyramid is formed in which it acquires 
the in_it.ial velocity. And if it moves down- 
wars ....
CA 480a V (176 v.a-c) c. 1508
Frame a, upside-down :
• • • • • •
The density generated by the flame which 
grows inside the resisting walls of the bom­
bard, is what p_roduces the 'inpetuoso' motion 
of its ball. Such 'inpeto' cannot be created 
with less density of the flame or with less 
velocity of its increase_. And such velocity 
of increase will not occur between walls of 
less resistance than that of such bombard. 
Hence, it follows that the dilating flame, 
that comes out into the air, fails to follow
grado di moto 
dato
prima
partoriscie 
acresscimento
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the ball, because it loses density and rec- 
tilinearity of motion.....
Sketch showing six arrows placed one after 
the other :
If the arrow points are thrown up, the arrow 
being jretajL_nedj will then separate one from 
the other? If not, the air closing on in the 
back (of the points) will not be what pushes 
them.
CA 480b R (176 r.c) c. 1492-3
Because the stream of any river has the fast­
er flow in the middle of its width than on 
the sides, and runs more in the surface than 
near the bed, being of uj^iform^ course, and 
the movable_hr id_g_e made on boats, being weak­
er at its middle than toward the ends, I 
conclude that, going together the gre_a_ter 
we_akne_ss of the bridge with the greater im­
pact of the water, the said bridge will break 
in the middle.
Sketches of boats in a river:
When moving the bridge, make that always the 
length of the boats be aligned with the cur­
rent of the waters, and it will be easier to
VI-27
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CA 480a V (VI-26,27)
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move it, because the boats will receive less 
impact from the waters. mjnor percussione
VI-28
D3 D2 D1
CA 480b R (VI-27,28)
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CA 4 8 5  V ( 1 7 8  v . a )  c .  1 5 1 0 - 1 5
Two bombards with b a - 10 20 - Bombard:
a will move little, and b much. This is so 
because the bombard escapes from a, and runs 
behind b.
Cross-seotion of a bombard3 with a - d b - 
c :
If the bombard is angular as shown below, 
there is no doubt that it will perform as if 
it were rectilinear....
But the composite motion made by the flame 
inside the bombard pushes in all directions 
around in such bombard and follows the eas­
iest way; and this is the flame that is gen­
erated in such a bombard.
Sketch of a curved tube:
Of the curvilinear bombard.
CA 487 R (178 r.c) c. 1510 (?)
The drawings on this page are of interest in 
the study of circular shear of a continuum as
conceived by Leonardo.
si fuggie
inclusa aspetti
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CA 493 R (180 r.a) c. 1505
Along the righ-hand-side margin:
If the air penetrates the fire, its neighbor 
element above, the air acquires (weight). If 
the air penetrates the water, the element 
below (it)....
If the air is....
Only the quantity of air which moves, amidst 
the element above it, becomes heavy.
And that portion of air which moves amidst 
the element below is the one which gives 
weight (to such element).
Central column:
The air, in the element above it, acquires
weight, and in the element below it, gives
weight to such element.
* A portion of an element does not weigh in 
it if not in motion.
* A portion of an element weighs in its own 
element when it moves.
* The moving portion of the element becomes 
more or less dense depending on the slow- 
_n_ess or _celerity of its motion.
* That part of the air moving through air 
will be the heavier the dl_enser_ it becomes.
* That part of an element which does not move 
in its own element, will still be without 
density or weight.
vicino
si fara graue
tardità
celerità
piu densa
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* And that part of the element will become of 
higher density and weight in its own ele­
ment which will have the hjL_gher__velocity.
* The _e_l_emen_t__i_n__i_ts_e_lerae_nt does not weigh
if it does not move; and if it moves, it 
weighs according to the egtml space in 
e_qua 1 t ime.
* The air does not con_dens_e_ or weigh in the 
air if it does not move, and the faster it 
moves the denser and heavier it becomes.
* And the more it condenses, the more it 
resists a weight.
* The air is potentially able to become 
dense, but it does not ilQmpre_ss if it does 
not move.
Air in air moves and thus it becomes denser 
and so much more as it becomes faster, and by 
condensing, it acquires and the 
heavier it turns, the larger its impact on 
its object.
It is the same to move an object against 
quiescent air than to move the air against a 
fixed object.
The bird, hence, in beating its heavy wings 
against the _t_hin air, condenses (or com­
presses) the air and makes it able to resist 
its fall.
And if the air _flow_s against the fixed wings 
such air supports £ h e_ _ _w e i gjijL of the bird 
within the air.
When the 'potentia' of the motion of the air 
becomes equal to the 'potentia' of fall of 
the bird, such bird will be in the air with­
out moving.
magore moto
le lemento nelle lemento
simj 1 
simjle
condensa
condensa
graveza
rara
si move 
la graveza
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When the motion of the wings becomes more 
powerful, it j^ reya_i_ls and raises the bird up.
And if the 'potentia' of the motion of the 
air is less than the weight of the bird, the 
bird moves down; if the bird condenses the 
air...
Left-hand-side column:
The air, outside its own sphere, gives 
we ight...
The air does not resist unless it becomes 
c PJTJ2.22 ss_e_d.
The air does not become^ compressed except
when it is moved.
'Prima*. That _body^ will become lighter which 
occupies more (space) in air.
And that (body) which occupies less (space) 
in air will become heavier.
vinciera
si condensa 
si condensa
grave
V I - 32
Another illustration of the laboratory methodology 
is shown above. The two flow visualizations are part 
of a series of experiments for CA 494V Dl. ( Macagno 
1975-85).
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CA 493 V ( ! 8 0 v.a) c. 1505
Flow of air against a mountain :
The winds that descend, _fl_owi n cj__do wn_ over the 
side of the mountains sloping down to the 
sea, penetrate deeply and induce waves with 
lines similar to those of the beach towards 
which they come down. And such waves are 
often separated by narrow and deep intervals, 
as it is said in the book on water. This 
storm_ survives only for a short time after 
the impact of the wind, because it continues 
upward (as if it were) bouncing. Next, the 
wind encounters another wind which impacts 
and compresses. Follows another jump down, 
in similitude with rivers which impact their 
banks.
To the left:
The motions of the winds take place along a_ll_ 
directions.
Another sketch of a wind against a mountain :
In the summits of the mountains the wind 
acquires great density. Also in the passes, 
of the valleys when the mountains that _narr_o_w 
down_ those valleys are of great height.
The p e_n_e t r a_t_io n of opposite winds one under 
the other in contrary directions can happen 
for two reasons; i.e. either by reflected 
motion of the wind that turns back after its 
impact with the mountains or in the impinge-
rigando
fortuna
lo condensa 
rive
tutte le linje
boche
chiugano
entrare
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ment of contrary winds through impact on 
their weakest parts by the more powerful 
parts.
The edd_i_es_ or J^ _ortj._ces of the winds are due 
to winds which divide themselves to go around 
a mountain, or some building, and then when 
they meet again impact mutually with 'inpe­
to' ; and their J^efl©cted mot ions do not occur 
along straight lines, because there is obs- 
jtjnjctj_o_n, in their own sphere where they 
move, of material _similar to itself; that 
obstruction has the force to oppose the 
straight ' inpeto' and tw_ist it. Hence, such 
wind not being able to _p_rocee_d ahead, con­
sumes its 'inpeto' with (rotating) motion.
It goes up to _biss_ijDa.be its 'inpeto' because 
of three reasons: the first is that it can­
not, at the same time, go back along the 
lines of its own ir^idence.. The second, 
since they have impacted each other along 
angles less than 90° and not being able to 
_rebo_und along lines equal to those of inci­
dence ....
CA 494 V (180 v.b) c. 1497-99
Two sketches of boats with oarsmen:
The lesser 'potentia' yields to the larger. 
If f r_om the ground, the man pulls or pushes
revertiginj over retrosi
moti refressi 
e inpedito
simjle asse
piegar
disstendersi
va consumando
chonsumare
incidentia
risaltan
di terra ferma
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the boat, the boat yields to the motor. And 
if the man standing on the boat presses on 
the ground with the oar, the boat moves.
Sketch with the letters b - a - f p:
If b is strong, p will go to f; if p is 
strong, b will go to a, And if p and b will 
act in the motion, as much will b go towards 
a, as p towards f.
Boat with a wheel:
The less the wheel touches the water, the 
better. It suffices that its perpendicular 
(radius?) dip into the water 1/4 'braccio'.
CA 495 R (181 r.a ) c. 1515-16
P_a_int_i_n_q_
When the running man wants to dissipate the 
'inpeto' which carries him, he prepares him­
self for a contrary 'inpeto' which is gener­
ated by bending backwards. The proof: be­
cause if the 'inpeto' carries the moving body 
with 'potentia' 4 and if the body wants to 
turn back and fall back with 'potentia' 4, 
then one 'potentia' cojisumes_ the other which 
is opposite and the 'inpeto' is dissipated.
tuffi
Pictura
consuma 
si consuma
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Upper margin:
The mountains are done and undone by the 
water streams.
CA 498 R (182 r.b) c. 1515-16
Sketch of Earth with tides: b - c a - d
When the maximum water level is at a, the 
minimum will be in d, and when the maximum 
will be under b, in 6 hours, the space a d 
will be oquaJ._i_z ed_. But when after 12 hours
the maximum be under c, then the space a d 
will be unchanged; and when after 24 hours 
the maximum be in d, then under a will be the 
minimum.
Whether the water which ascends or descends 
during 'frusso e refrusso' of the sea, in the
marine bed_, is water close to the bed or
remote from it.
facti e dissfactj 
equalato
criesscie e disscriesscie 
lito marino
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CA 5 0 6 a  R ( 1 8 4  v . a )  c .  1 5 0 0  ( o r  1 5 0 3 - 5 )
Folio upside-down, drawings of waves, vorti­
ces:
Any motion, straight or (curvilinear) follows 
its beginning....
The water falling along less oblique line 
scjD_u_rs more.
The _flow of water under water behaves like 
the flow of air under air.
cava
moto
moto
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CA 508 R (185 r.b) c. 1515
Right-hand-side column:
* It is impossible that a river which _rez. 
_c_eives other rivers maintain its _^ nit_i_a 1 
straiqht course.
Sketch of meanders:
The bends made by the banks of the rivers are 
e_liE1IfAte d_ during the great floods because 
the maximum fl_ow pushes the water in a 
straight co_u_rse_, but when the flood s_ubsj._des 
the river resumes the sinuous course which 
goes about with reflections from bank to 
bank. And this lesser water scours the 
_c_o n ca_ve _ _s_i d e of the bank of the rivers, but 
in this diminished depth, the water does not 
have uniform _flow_ because the main current 
jumps from one concavity to the other in the 
opposite bank and the places in which the 
water _borders with the banks are of short 
course.
River with islands :
The accumulations of the islands of gravel 
due to the bends of the river are originated 
by the greatest vortices of the river which 
extend their r_eyo 1 ujd o n s between the conca­
vity and the convexity from one bank to the 
other of the river: and from this are born
the small streams (or rivulets) in between 
the reefs (or sandbanks) of the rivers and 
their banks, which are running against the 
concavities of the banks, etc.
rideva in se 
data rettitudine
annulliati
corso
chorso dinuire
conchava largine
corso
lati
confinano
corso
globbulentie ghiareti
retrosi
revolution^
piccoli riuj 
secche
posste a rjsscontro
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Central column:
The en_tran_ce (or influx) of rivers in rivers 
generates the f irst _berid_ing of the rivers.
Always the rivers occupy the lowest parts of 
their valleys.
Rivers and canals:
The nieajiderj? of the plains' rivers originate 
from r_i_v ers_that__join_t hem_.
If a meandering river would be entirely re­
moved from its original bed and put in a 
straight canal, it would be necessary that 
the rivers which enter from the two sides 
become longer on one side and diminish on the 
other. What the river acquires in length 
would lose in velocity, and such velocity is 
transferred to the shortened river.
Left-hand-side column:
Make that the minor (affluent) river enter 
through acute angles in the main river. The 
advantage of this is that the main river 
be_nds_the_inle_t_ of the minor river and pre­
vents it from impacting the opposite bank.
But if the fJLood of the minor river occurs 
when the main river is low, the impact of the 
minor river erodes the opposite bank of the 
main river.
Meandering river3 with a - b - c:
Always the maximum curve of the entire river 
of a valley generates its concavity toward 
the lowest part of the width of the valley.
introito
tortuosità
torture
che dentro si versano
piegha lintroito 
inondatione
archo
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The _to_rtuo_s_itie_s_ of the rivers are greater 
the closer they are to the influx of the 
minor river into the main river.
The ea_r_t_h_waves made by the banks of the
rivers change place all the time; and the 
first reforms when the last is disappearing.
CA 508 V (185 v.c) c. 1515
Sketch with the letters: a a - b b 
cl b  is the water.
The water _e_rodes_ the mountains and fills the 
valley. And if the water could, it would 
reduce the Earth to perfect sp_h_ericJLty.
To the left of the drawing :
Of the water that sp_r_i_ngs_out from under the
_roots_ of the mountains at different distances 
from those roots.
CA 515 V (188 v.b) c. 1508
Right-hand-side margin:
tortuosità
entroito
onde di terra 
si consuma
disfa
spericita
surgie
radice
VI-40
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Throw a glass of water into the air; all that 
water weighs in the air and no part of that 
water has gravity in its whole (element).
Bring air under water; all the air will be 
light and in itself no part has lightness or 
gravity.
Sketch with balances3 with 2 1 - 2 1 ;
Another sketch with 1 2 - 1 2 ;
' Potent ia' of greater lJL_g_htness against les­
ser lightness.
CA 519 R (190 r.b) c. 1508
Upper left corner :
F_l_ux_a_nd_re flux of the fire with the air.
CA 526a V (194 v.a) c. 1500-5
Central column. Sketch of water falling down 
a steep channel:
* The water coming down with little obJJjjui_ty_ 
impacts the bottom, and would rise up along 
a similar obbliquity as that of the descent
suo tutto 
leuj ta
frusso e refrusso 
obliquj ta
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were not because of the impedement of the 
water, there where it impacts, which turns 
it backward and falls back again on it. 
The water penetrates to the bottom, where 
it erodes much of the bottom.
inpedimento 
la riuerscia
consuma
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CA 536 R (199 v.b) c. 1490-3
Right-hand-side margin:
If a canal passes by means of an JL_nverted 
sip_hon under a river, it surely exerts a 
force upward on the cover of its conduit. 
Now I ask: what ^eight of water is needed to
resist the pr_e_ssur_e_ of the water which wants 
to rise.
Main column:
Try to see if the triangle thrown in the
water at__rest_ ends by producing a perfect
circular wave.
(Study) whether the entire circle of the 
SPJJJld of the voice of a man carries the en­
tire word said (by him?) (One wonders) why 
the part of the circle impacting the ear of 
the other man does not leave in his ear only 
part of that word instead of all of it.
Circle within circle with:
Light
What is said (above) is_iJJjust_ra_ted_ by the
light, and you could say: if all of a light
illuminates the entire room, why part of such 
room is not illuminated by part of such 
1ight?
If you would like to argue that such light 
illuminates part of the room not with all but 
with part of itself, I would argue back that 
one or two mirrors in places different from
inginochiature
peso
peso
dirizarsi
quieta 
sonj to
definj to
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that part would have each in any part of it 
all the light.
Hence it is demonstrated that such light is 
all in any part, and all of it in any part of 
the room. And thus does the voice in its own 
circle.
V I - 4 4
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CA 537 R (200 r.a) c. 1515
Communicating vessels :
Cold water - Hot water
Water has motion only due to gr_a_v i ty_a_nd
lightness^ of its own, and these are their 
aj^ c ide_nts, because water in itself does have 
neither gravity nor lightness, but it ac­
quires gravity when it is above, or jabuts 
laterally with air or other fluid lighter 
than itself, and it acquires lightness when 
it vaporizes and heat makes it thinner, and 
then stays above the cold water.
Drawing of a cloth strip in a vessel3 with n 
- s - b - a - m f :
The a_r_id__and_dry is almost in the nature of
vacuum and attracts the humid with that much 
quantity of weight as it is its 'potentia'. 
In such elevation of hrnnid so much weight of 
the said humid is generated as it is the 
'potentia' of _a_ttrac_tion_ of the arid. And 
thus making the two 'potentie' equal, such 
'potentie' are finite, because if one is not 
more than the other, the humid stays in the 
air, and the 'potentia' of the arid resists 
the descent of such humid. And the 
jrnent is on the margin, where we have an old 
dry linen cloth which is n m f , and it is put 
with the end below a f under the water of the 
vessel a f, and such strip of cloth attracts
gravita elleujta 
accidentnj
in confinj laterali 
sassotiglia
larido el secho 
lumj do
dumj do
atration
sperientia
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to itself as much water as it is the 'poten­
tia' of its attraction, i.e. from a to b. 
And when it cannot anymore pull such water, 
it maintains it in its place, and when it 
diminishes in wanting to dry as much as need­
ed it climbs up, for as long as the cloth and 
the water are there. And this is necessary 
because if the weight of the water would 
diminish, 'the potentia' of the dry (cloth) 
would increase and necessarily would pull as 
much water as the 'potentia' would have ac­
quired in force. Hence, one concludes that 
the height of water would never diminish 
because it would diminish the weight. And 
the 'potentia' of the attraction would never 
fail to exist if the material attractive of 
such humid is there, etc.
It follows that, when the water loses its 
lj_£htne_s_s as it goes up, it loses gradually 
its 'potentia', and the arid has lost its 
'potentia' of attraction. This 'potentia' is 
lost with the same degrees with which the 
levity of the water attracted by the arid 
loses its degrees of lightness.
It is true that, if the height of the water 
in its vessel i_s_l_ess, that much less appears 
also in the height of the wet part of the
cloth.
But if the _clqth_ is wet from a to n and to 5, 
and is immersed as before, i.e. from a to f, 
then the water n S will come down as much 
without pulling behind any water of the water 
cl n .  Because of this, the extension of the 
water n S will make it thinner and lighter, 
and the more it goes down the lighter it
assciugare
materia attrattiva
levita
seccho
seccho
manchando
pezza
tella
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becomes and consumes the 'potentia' as it 
goes down consuming its gravity. Such
descent of the water is due to two reasons. 
The first is that the weight of water by 
itself descends. The second is that the dry 
of that dry. cloth attracts the water to 
itself.
But if for the adversary the extens_i_o_n of the 
water n S would go down lower than _th_e_s_k_in 
of the water, there would be a continual 
motion until the consumation of all the water 
in the vessel. This is false, because such 
extended water is lighter than the water a n 
and weighs less. Hence it cannot descend, 
but a part evaporates and a part turns back, 
as it will be proved.
secho
asstensione 
la pelle
V I - 4 8
CA 537 V (200 v.a) c. 1515
Drawing with vortices:
Always the wind has motion where its outlet 
is, and all that does not find outlet, re­
turns back am idst the wind that has no 
motion.
The flow of the wind is not straight, but 
always circu1atory after its impacts, and the 
circulatory part moves from the ends toward 
the center of the vortical motion, and from 
the center discharges through the lateral
parts with conical shape with the angle of
the cone at the center of the circulation.
infra
cir chunvolub ile
fighura chonjale 
circhunuolubile
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Right-hand-side of folio, after turning it on 
its shorter side:
Whether the rivers which have weight and 
motion directed to their _£jids * can give 
weight toward the center of the world with 
that part that exceeds the _c_ircle of their 
sphere. This (center of the world) is in the 
middle of the elements. it, any
gravity which may be generated, is 
destroyed. And such destruction is not 
possible without motion.
Of the inequlaity of the weight caused by the 
f_lu_x_an_d__re fJLu x of the sea - which comes from 
the sum of the rivers.
CA 542 R (202 v.b) c. 1500
Fourth column:
The 'inpeto' is born from the wave made in 
the air by the impact of the body which moves 
inside the air.
What _trav_e_ls_fa_ster, the wave or the body
which generates it?
fine
retondita
intorno
frusso e refruso 
camjna piv
V I - 5 0
Why just one impact produces several circular 
waves?
percussione
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VII-1
CA 544 R (203 r.b) c. 1503-5
Lower, right-hand-side corner:
The body of the Earth is of the nature of 
that of a fish, o_rc or s_p_e r m-_w ha 1 e_, because 
it breathes water instead of air.
CA 545 R (204 r.a) c. 1490
On how no spherical body can have in its 
motion a continual revo 1 ut_ion.
The b_a_ll of the bombard, if it is of uniform 
material, of surface equidistant from its 
center and imp_a_cted_ by the fire in its 
middle, as reason wants, plausibly will have 
a course without J_otatjon. Of course, the 
fire pushing it (the ball) must be of uniform 
nature. Being the things this way, it pushes 
uniformly the air that resists its course. 
Being the air also uniform it will resist 
uniformly.
Example
In addition, as an example, we see the moon, 
which is also a sj^heri_cal body and finds 
equal resistance, being in comparison with te 
ball very fast, and nonetheless the dark 
_sjDOts in the moon do not change place, and
orcha chapidoglio
revulutione 
balotta
ne la batta nel mezzo
revlutjone 
equale
chontradice
ispericho 
machie locho
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(See Ms M 2R) 
D7 
VII-2
since there is no _cjiange_f clearly it is con- mutatione 
firmed that the moon does not rotate.
CA 549 R (206 r.a) c. 1497
Right-hand-side column:
The sum of the water that jumps,_up_, that
rises up in the air above its level, does not 
ever weigh as much as the weight that launch­
es it up.
The sum of weight that jumps through a tube 
above its level will have such ratio with the 
weight of the other water that la_4_nches_ it, 
as the one of the p_rossj-_sectjLOQ of the tube 
to that of the container where it comes from. 
Note that the s_i_ze of water that jD_res_s_ures 
(it) is equal to that of the container of the 
_pressured water.
The weights used to put pressure on the con­
tainers with water to make (the water) jump 
up from its own level, are either larger, 
smaller or equal to the se_c_tion_ of the con­
tainer, and _s_imil_a_rly, of material heavier, 
lighter or equal to the water. We mean that 
the nature of the lead is heavier than that 
of water, and wood is lighter, and the other 
water would be equal to the water.
salta
surge
caccia
chessalta canna 
caccia
grossezza del vacuo
grossezza che prieme
premuta 
bottinj
grosseza 
simjlmenti
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Under the drawings :
(The weight) may be of greater, smaller, or 
equal section than the container, assuming 
that the shape be straight and not globular. 
If the weight of the counterweight will be 
double that of water....
Drawings of four containers:
stone
stone
water
water
These 2 counterweights are of equal value 
being of equal weight over equal instruments.
The weight exerting pressure will be of a 
material that weighs four degrees, which 
could not be exerted by the same quantity of 
water, of the same measure.
Counterweight of water
If the pressuring counterweight is of the 
same section as the container, that is the 
part of it that acts and weighs on the water 
that jumps through the opposite tube, for any 
section of the inside of the tube....
Counterweight of water
But if such counterweight were 10 times larg­
er than the section of the container under 
pressure, the water that jumps will go up 10 
times higher than the water surface of such 
counterweight, and the same would happen....
parlando
globbosa
valitudine
strumenti
tanti
alla medesima mjsura 
contrapeso dacqua
bottjno
canna
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Along upper margin:
It is impossible that a weight that _desce_nds 
could tjhrow to the height from which it de­
parted a weight equal to itself, for any 
length of time. Hence s_hut__up_y_ou who want 
with a counterweight raise more water than 
the counterweight that lifts it up.
It is true that if you raise 1000 pounds one 
'braccio', the descent of them will raise 
near 100 pounds over a height of 9 braccia, 
and no more because of the ajEcqresaJLd 'quin­
ta ' .
'Quinta' - That much the (weight) that pres­
sures the water goes down as it makes the 
water go up above its (level), that much 
diminishes (the sum) of the water which goes 
up from it.
Central column section of the Earthy with: c 
a b -  fourth of the world - center.
All the surface of the water at rest, which 
has joined its element, will be e qu_id i st_a_n t 
from the center of such element.
the water in the tube a. will be equi­
distant from the center with the water in b 
o .
All the water of a vessel which wi_l_l_join in 
all or in part with a greater quantity, will 
be with the surface _e g uj_d_i s t a_n_t from the 
common center, if it borders with air in 
contact with the rest of the common air.
dissciende
tirare
taci tu 
pre allegata
equalmente distante 
E pero
sara congivnta 
equjdistante 
congivnta
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Two vessels with tubes in the water with: b a 
- d c; m n r
See the tubes a b which are open above (and 
below); the air inside them has the j._nterf_ace 
with water at the same level than the air 
outside those tubes only because it is one 
with the amb_ient_air.
See also the air enclosed in the tube n,
because it is _cut_off_fjrom__t_he__ambj_e_nt air
the in_t_erfa_c_e between air and water is not at 
the same level than the (interface) of the 
same tube when it communicates with the free 
air.
Two communicating vessels with: b a:
Because of the 'seconda' above, the water 
surface b will be level with the water a.
Drawing with: d c - r r:
o be a counterweight made of water - Because 
the counterweight o is made of simple water. 
Due to the next to the last above, d will be 
level with the water o.
Communicating vessels with: n m:
According to the next to the last the water m 
will be level with the water n.
How the water does not reach the eJL_evat_i_on 
from which it departed.
contatto
comune aria
spichata dallaltra 
chontatto
liuello
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Section of one fourth of the Earth with a:
Each level begins at the vertical line direc­
ted toward the center of the world; thus the 
level line and the central (line) intersect, 
or come in contact or meet, at right angles; 
hence, it is necessary that the level line go 
on continually straight and the more distant 
from its beginning, the more distant it be­
comes from the center of the world, so if you 
want to say that the water that goes down can 
raise itself to the height of the level line 
from which it departed, you will kid your­
self. Now see (for yourself) that the water 
that you want to be plane, departs, in the 
fourth part of the Earth, from its level line 
3500 miles over 5600 miles of sea.
perpend iculare 
liuellaria
continua rettitudjne
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When you want to accomplish a function with a 
device, do not do it with a confusion of many 
elements, but seek the briefest way. Do not 
do like those who do not know the simple word 
for one thing and use circum1oc ution and many 
confusing words.
CA 550 V (206 v.b) c. 1508
Triangles sheared into spirals:
The tJLÌ§ng_l_e which diminishes with equal 
proportion, even if it is _orbic_u_lar, will be 
equal (in area) to one of the t_r_iangles which 
begins and ends with it (the orbicular tri­
angle ) .
CA 551 R (207 r.a) c. 1508-10
Second column:
effetto
istrumento
circuj tione
piramide 
orbiculare 
rette linje
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(See also D2. D4, D6, D9, and CAR 239, 
CM II 72R, for circular shear.)
VII-8
* The body that moves either moves _q.n__it.s_ 
ow_n, or is carried by other (bodies.) If 
it moves i^^e^endj^n t ly, it changes of 
place leaving behind its smell or another 
property of itself; and if it is carried 
by other (bodies) it does not change place 
(relative to them?)....
* Such length of s_tjreak_ will be left by a 
moving _stic_k_ on fire, in the quiet air, as 
the length made by the same stick at rest 
in moving air.
* And because of the 8th., the motion of fire 
in air moving equally to that fire....
* If the motion of the fire and the air that 
includes the fire is the__s_arne, then such 
fire remains without a streak.
Sketch with 'stizzo' del foco with: n h - b a 
e - S m r - g c f
o. be the stick on fire, b be the wind, and o 
be the s_t_reak of fire.
S r be the motionless air, e be the stick 
moving against the air S, I say that the 
streak will be m r which will be n h.
* Sha_d_e is a mixture of liqh_t and dark and 
it will be less or more dark depending on 
how powerful is the liqht. mixed with the 
dark.
* Any fluid body moving inside another fluid 
bod_y_ which is at rest will dj_ss_ipajt_e it­
self dispersing in the latter.
da se
da se
accidente
chioma
stizzo
ottava
uniforme
chioma
Ombra chiaro
corpo frebile 
corpo fressibile
consomera infondendosi 
quello
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Third column:
* If the air moves and the _sky_ is fixed, the 
top. of the air will leave the tail of the 
comet toward the east. And if the air is 
fixed and the sky moves, the tajj._ of the 
comet (will turn) toward the west.
CA 552 R (207 r.b) c. 1505, or 1503-4?
With folio upside-down :
Of the usefulness of ma.chi.nes..
Hydraulic wheel:
Always the water impacts on a bl_ade and on 
half of the one above.
This wheel becomes light under water and its 
b_l_ades enter and come out of the water by
c_u_t t incf thro_u_g_h_, and in the air on their
j^ a_ce. And this lowering of the wheel is done 
to gain in weight and in water fall.
CA 553 R (207 v.b) c. 1505 (or c. 1503-4?)
Sketches of two hydraulic wheels:
VII-9
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This wheel pours out half of the water that 
makes it turn.
This wheel s_erves all the water that makes it 
turn.
CA 555 V (208 v.b) c. 1513
Right-hand-side column, figure with letter a:
The images_ of the Sun on the waves will be 
less numerous as the waves which show them 
become closer to the eye.
When the images of the Sun given by the waves 
of the sea will be closer to the eye, the 
larger will be their figures and the less 
their number.
versa
serua (or versa?)
simulacri
simulacri
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CA 556 R (209 r.a) c. 1505
Upper right-hand-side> sketch of water bub­
ble3 with:
bu_bb 1 es_ - water
Why the bubbles made by the water are semi- 
spherical and those in the air are perfectly 
spherical? Because the sides of the basis of 
the h_a_lf_round_ (bubbles) are spherical rec­
tangles, and the contact of it with the water 
does not provide support upon itself; such 
weight must then bend and _fo_ld
Above the sketoh of a hydraulic wheel: a b
Be (the wheel) under water, and go the bu_ck- 
e_t_s under water by cutting through and on 
their faces (into the air) out of the water; 
and (thus) the fall is more.
Great central drawing with: l r q p o n m K -  
2 7 - d c b a v e -  2 0 - f - h g - t y x i S :
If the line K v is 27, the line v f is 20. 
Hence, we will say: the water K v, i.e., K
e, weighs 27 pounds, and it acts on the blade 
&  cl with all its 'potentia'. And the water K  
f is 47 pounds and acts on the blade f b with 
half of its 'potentia',. i.e., 23-1/2 pounds. 
Hence the 'potentia' of the water K e is 
larger than the 'potentia' K f by half a 
pound of water.
sonaglo 
mezi tondi
mezo tondo 
sporto
inginochiare
pale
avanzasi
pala
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Under the drawing :
Here ar_e__stud_i_ed the true ' potent ie' of a
quantity of water which falls on the mill 
wheels following different inclinations from 
given h_i_qh and low_ points. The wheels are of 
the same quality and quantity. Hence, we 
will say that the aforesaid water departs 
from the height K , and goes down to the low 
point S t, and the different inclinations are 
K S, although this line I do not include 
among the inclined ones, since it falls v_er- 
t_i_cally_. The first inclined line will be the 
line K i, the second the line K xr the third 
the line K y. The water K S t therefore, 
falls from the point K and impacts the blade
e a in the middle of its fall and with a
'potentia' of 4, and this water impacts that 
blade with all its weight because it does_not 
r_est on anything. Now comes the fall of the
water K i, which hjlts the blade f b in the
point f, this water falls one and a half 
times the fall of K et as shown by the line m 
f, but it loses one half of its weight as 
shown by m o against K o. Now we have to see 
and calculate the difference (of) the two
aforesaid 'potentie' before going on any
further. And we will say: if the 'potentia'
of 4 moves the blade « a and falls the height 
of one 'braccio'; with what 'potentia' will 
the water move the blade / b if it falls 1-
1/2 'braccio' with a 'potentia' of 2? You
will say: if the aforementioned 'potentia'
of (K i) would be 4 as before, and falls from 
1-1/2 the height, it would be 1-1/2 more 
p_owerf_ul than before, i.e., 6. But because
the 'potentia' is only 2, I must divide 6 by
si djmosstra 
altezza basseza
perpendiculare 
pala
non sapoggia 
perchote
potente
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2, which is 3. Hence we have lost a degree 
of 'potentia' from the first to the second 
wheel.
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CA 558 R (209 v.a) c. 1508-10
Left-hand-side page:
• • • • • •
The friction of bodies comprises two princi­
pal kinds: liquid with liquid and s_o_lid__wi_th
solid. From these, it is generated a third 
kind which participates of the other two and 
it is a mixture of them both, i.e., there may 
be friction of liquid over solid or solid on 
liquid or flexible.
CA 563 R (211 v.a) c. 1495
Canal over a river :
The great weight of the sjhi_p that passes over 
the (canal-) bridge does not increase the 
_l_oad_ on that bridge, because the ship weighs 
exactly what the dJL_^lac_ed water weighs.
denso con denso 
liqujdo cioè fressibile
barcho
peso
chaccia del suo sito
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CA 564 V (212 v.a) c. 1487-90
As the water runs away through different 
holes of the s_queezj2_d_sjDonge_, or as the air 
flows out from the be_l_lows, so do the thin 
and porous fogs, as they are pushed up by the 
wa_rm_r_ef 1 e ct_ions_. That first top part of the 
cloud which J^utts__aga_inst the cold region, is 
the one that stops there against cold and 
dry, and there awaits for its companion 
(cloud). The cloud that comes from below 
toward the a_rresjted cloud acts on the air in 
between like (the plunger of) the _syrj_nge. 
Such air runs away transversely and 
downward. There is no upward flow (however) 
because there is a _c_loud_ so thick that the 
air cannot pass through. Because of this 
reason, all the winds, that hit the surface 
of the Earth, come from above downward. And 
if those winds Jjnjaact the Earth, they cause a 
reflected motion which, as it tries to go up, 
finds more of the wind coming down and fights 
against such up motion. Because of this, 
such upward flow is bound to break away from 
the natural _direc_t_ion_ and take a transverse 
course which is violent and scores continual­
ly the surface of the Earth.
And when such winds ^trike_ the salt waters 
(of the sea?) there clearly appears the angle 
formed by the incident and the reflected 
lines. From that it results the imposing, 
and menacing, and submerging waves. Most of 
the time, such waves cause one another.
premuta spuga 
mantaco
reffressio calorose 
givgnje
li si ferma contra 
ferma
sciszatoio
nubola
chombatta
contasta
ordine
riga
feriscano
somergive
cagiona
VII-16
Here somebody could believe that he could 
argue against my proof concerning the winds, 
saying that they could not be generated by 
the clouds, because it would be necessary 
that one would remain at rest and give motion 
to the other. This is not seen when there is 
_n o r t_h_ _ wind and the clouds all run ahead of 
the wind as a__group.
Concerning the above, one can respond that 
when the air is at rest but flowing upward an 
entire _set of clouds is up there, as said, 
piling together. In doing this, they squeeze 
out great amounts of air, which transfer 
motion to the other smaller clouds.
And, e_xjDe 11 _i_ng thus the air in similar man­
ner, they generate more outward _flow, because 
if one cloud is in the middle or in part of 
others, and if it generates wind behind it­
self, such air lies between that cloud and 
the neighboring cloud, and thus comes to 
multiply, and by multiplying, does what the 
powder does in the bombard. And the powder 
is able to expel from the bombard the lighter 
weights in them. And thus is that the cloud 
by expelling the wind toward other resisting 
clouds causes its own motion.
And if it t_r_a_nsmj_t_s such pressures ahead of 
itself it still gives increase to the others. 
And if it t_r_ansm i_ts Jthem transversely, some 
clouds originate a retrograde circle, and 
then the cloud returns with the other 
(clouds).
tramontana 
uno concorso
provincia
esputando
fuga
poluere
manda premjtjonj 
manda per traverso
VII-17
On the margin:
In the same way that the natural heat in the 
human limbs is chased back by its contrary 
and enemy, the surrounding cold, and takes 
refuge in the lake of the heart and the liv­
er, where it entrenches itself making of them 
fortress and sJ^ ocka_d_e - so behave the clouds, 
being composed of hot and wet, and in summer 
of certain dry vapors. And being these 
(clouds) in the cold and dry region, they 
behave like certain flowers and leaves har- 
rassed by the cold frost which gather togeth­
er and make greater co_ntac_t_.
Thus these (clouds), in the first contact 
they have with the cold air, begin to resist 
and do not want to advance any further; the 
others from below observe the continual rise. 
The upper part, being ^j_res te_d_, tends to
augment, and the hot and the dry gj*_ther in
the center. The upper part, abbandoned by
the cold, begins to freeze, and really to
d_i_ssolv_e_. The clouds from below, still r_i_s- 
i ng_, displace the hot closer to the cold, 
where, being constrained to become a pure 
element, all of a sudden turns into fire, 
and, mLixed_ with the dry vapor in the center 
of the cloud, grows greatly, and, igniting 
inside the cj3ol§dj-jlown_ cloud, makes great 
no_ise, similarly to the water which falls on 
boiling pitch or oil, or to the molten copper 
thrown in cold water. Thus this (thing) 
thrown out by its contrary, _sj£li_t_s the oppos­
ing cloud, and running through the air, 
b_reaks_ and destroys any opposition. And this 
is the _thiund_e_rbol_t_.
bastia
vmjdo
chonbatute
chontasto
ferma
ritirano
diaciar
disoluere ,azandosi
inpigliasi
rafredata 
strepido
speza
rompe
saetta
VII-18
CA 566 R (213 r.a) c. 1513-14
Right-hand-side column :
We will show how the cords without motion, 
from which hangs a weight, fej^l_a_jEorce__egua_l 
to that we_ight. This is what we will call 
na_tura_l__w e_ig_ht Then we will talk of motion
(of the cords) and the _force_ then sensed,
which will be named a_c_cide_n_ta 1_weigh_tL_i_._e. ,
J_o_rcej which increases more and more as it 
becomes faster and faster. But the natural 
weight never changes. The 'potentia' of the 
motor varies together with the resistance of 
the thing which is moved and the resistance 
of the air which condenses and resists, as 
the air does in the wind wheel of the clocks.
The air is compressed more under the moving 
body which is faster, and makes such body to 
appear lighter than what it is. This makes 
the ratio of fo_rces_ different from that of 
the natural weight.
The air is _i n de_f_i nit e_ly_cpmpres_sib 1 e_, this is 
shown by the very fast motion of the thunder- 
bolt which generates the immense sky thunder 
which bends and twists more and more in dif­
ferent directions the more the air and the 
cloud ahead of it are compressed...
sentano equal peso
gravita
peso naturale
peso si comparte
peso accidentale,cioè forza
ventola
si condensa 
pesi
naturai gravita
e condensabile in infinito 
fulgore
cielesste tono
VII-19
Example of the ±jnjLQd£JL
The same is done by the water thrown on the 
bjjjrnin^ ___5^_oi 1 as it does the fire in the
clouds. The clouds evaporate furiously and 
impede the course of the new thunderbolt. As 
the water evaporates and grows into vapor 
thus the cloud is evaporated and converted 
into air, which by its increase squeezes and 
restrains the flame which is generated in it.
CA 568 R (213 v.a) c. 1493-5
IVertical water jet falling on still water:
Enclosed water
tono
bracie acciesa
creata folgore 
fumo
riserra e strigne 
Acqua rinciussa
VII-19
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VII-20
CA 571a R (214 r.d) c. 1507-8
To the left3 bird in circular path:
The 'inpeto' which begins as circular, can 
continue as such around an _a_xis like the
motion of mill stones or of the rotatory 
wheels. The motion can also continue as 
c_i_rcu 1 a_r _and_ _ s_tra ic|_ht ( roto-translatory ) , as 
it does the wheel of a cart ro_tat _incj__a_l_ong__a 
straight line out of its axis. Or like the 
reflected motion along inclined line done by 
spherical bodies. Similarly occurs in the
flight of birds although at the beginning of 
their 'inpeto' the birds would go along a 
straight line, it can happen that they will
follow a circular line for as long as the
'inpeto' lasts.
Two birds with horizontal wings:
The flight of birds along the horizontal can 
suddenly change to an inclined or a 
one toward the sky or the Earth. Toward the 
sky will be when the elbows of the wing will 
turn together with the tail towards the 
Earth.
Central column; two fish with: c b a:
If the water a h impacts the tail of the fish 
who is centered around the center of its 
accidental gravity, there is no doubt that
polo
circulare e retto
rotolata per dirito fori del 
suo polo
diretto 
gomjti
sta in polo
centro della suo graujta 
accidentale
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VII-21
such fish will bend around such center. Rut 
more will bend the tail than the tj_unk since 
this being harder will resist more an _opp_o_s- 
ing motion.
Fish with: b - d c a - n:
Here the water is at rest and the fish im­
pacts on the water with the tail cl toward 
c. Then the fish turns (or rotates) in con­
trary motion toward the part which is in 
front of the center of gravity, and moves it 
from h to d , almost as if the fish were at 
rest and the water would move against its 
tail along the line n a.
Folio upside-down 3 right column:
Try with a pair of oars or boards adapted to 
be used as oars of little boats, short and 
with a concavity.
Sketches of boats:
Make a _small_ (boat) and test it on water of
small_de_pth in some place in the Arno when
there is natural wind, according to your 
method_, and turn the sail and the rudder.
See tomorrow all these cases and copy them 
and then cancel the originals and leave them 
in Firenze so that in the case of losing the 
ones you take with you the invention is not 
los t.
busto
moto contrario
come votate
pichola 
picola acqua
modo
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V II-22
Left-hand-side column:
Write about swimming under water and you will 
also cover the flight of the bird through the 
air.
A good place is there where the waters of the 
mills flow into the Arno through the gate of 
the Rubaconte bridge.
Between the two columns :
'Prima' - It is the same to move the water or 
the air against the object or to move such 
object against the air or the water.
'Seconda' - The center of gravity of the fish 
horizontal in water or the bird horizontal in 
air is situated between ends which are of 
equal resistance.
stremj
equalmente resistentj
VII-22
VII-23
CA 571a V (214 v.a) c. 1507-8
Moving the wing against the air is the same 
as moving the air against the wing.
CA 576b R (215 r.c) c. 1490-2
* The river of uniform depth (?) shows high­
er velocity where it is narrow than where 
it is wide, in proportion to the ratio of 
widths.
* Where (the river) is narrow it is fast, 
and much width makes it slow.
equale fondo
VII-24
CA 576b V (215 v.d) c. 1490-2
Why the Spanish current is always greater 
toward the west than the east.
The reason for this is that if you add the 
discharges of all the rivers flowing into the 
Mediterranean Sea, you will find a _s_um of 
water larger than the one that flows through 
the straits into the ocean.
You see Africa dumping its rivers, which run 
to the north, into that sea, among which the 
Nile traces a course of 3000 miles in Africa; 
and there are the rivers 'Bragada* and the 
'Mauretano' and similar others. Europe pours 
there the 'Tanai' and the Danube, the Po and 
the Rhone, the Arno and the Tiber. These 
rivers together with infinite more less-known 
rivers, yield a cross-section wider and deep­
er and with higher velocity than the straits 
18 miles wide separating Europe from Africa, 
where the last occidental land is. And if 
you want to argue that the rivers going to 
the ocean are ec[_u i va_l_en t, take into account 
that the named rivers have almost all their 
o_ric[in_ in the mountains close to that ocean, 
and if from those mountains it comes some 
river, it will not be of as much length as 
the Nile and the Danube. And if however 
there is equivalence think that those rivers, 
discharging in the ocean, cannot give enough 
increase that could restore the current to­
ward the east so that always there will be 
more water raising to the clouds than that 
provided by the rivers. Those clouds, when
VII-24
D1
D2
D4 D3 D5
D8 D6 
D7
D10 D9 
D12 D11
(See CA 785b R)
CA 580 R
VII-25
contracting, push the air with fast motion 
within the surrounding air, analogously to a 
hand that would squeeze a sponge with water 
within surrounding water, so that the one 
that escapes finds place within the ambient 
water.
Drawing of a flow:
Water within water moves with the same ease 
than air within air, but it moves slo_wer as 
one can see in the circles.
_Propo sition
The down_f a 11_a_nd__destruction of the banks
will happen in different ways, depending on 
the kind of beds which receive the impact of 
the falling water.
Boat in a current:
This boat will be unable to 9_et_away.
If the _s_ea_storm runs _high in the east, it
will run low_ in the west.
Water falling in a pool
The water falling from up down will make a 
deep pool which will keep growing, and often 
its _banks_ will fall in. The reason is that 
the water that falls on another water due to
its f as_t_jmjsact and its weight opens a way
and can reach the bed where it scours. Due 
to the impact, and to the air it carries down 
in its fall, it succeeds in moving back up
stringendosi
piu tarda 
circulj
deripamenti e ruine 
partire
fortuna del mare di sopra 
di sotto
pelago
arginj
la velocita del colpo 
cava
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following different routes_ which produce 
sprouts (gushes).
And the impact on the _banks_ wi 11 be circular, 
and circularly will the surronding ba_nks be 
eroded and taken away.
Drawing with the letters: m - e d - c b a :
If the water m  falls in ( c l ) it will run to b  , 
and then to e and 0. The water falling from 
( m in) b will jump into c , and this happens 
when the bed is stable.
Belows to the right:
If there is no wind, the water needs a drop
of one foot each 3 miles and then, if it has
uniform width and depth, it will flow at 10 
'braccia' per hour. And if it drops 2 feet 
in 3 miles, it will flow at 20 'braccia' per
hour. This is what water does, if one doub­
les the drop the velocity is also doubled.
Po - Adriatic Sea
Who receives the water nù_ss ijicj_ in the cur­
rents of the two con_trar_y mediterranean seas?
The current does not exist unless there is a 
sea discharging water in the Ocean.
The Caspian sea or the _mars_h_es do not have 
currents. While the _Indian mediterranean 
runs east, the occidental mediterranean runs 
west.
vie
giermugliamento
argine
ripe
estab
che mancha 
contrari
paduli
medjterano indjcho
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CA 580 V (217 v.a) c. 1513-14
Several flow patterns, with a few lines of 
text :
Implant first, w h e_n_ _ d_amm i_ng a deep river, a 
sh_eet_pi_l_e_ along the 'argine'(?). Make it
sp_a_rse__a_nd_ b_y__dr_i_v_ing__bod_s_( ? ) .
CA 583 R (217 v.c) c. 1517-18
The rou_te of the water must not be through
the e_ar th_d_itches_ (or moats) so that the
river when it is turbid (or silt laden) , 
would not deposit silt in the aforesaid 
d_i tche_s. And because of this such ditches
should be emptied by means of gates, and thus 
the water will always be clear. But it is 
necessary to change it each month using the 
water of the river, when it is clear. Thus 
the air will be purified and healthy. In 
this way the water flowing in the river will 
be used for the mills and to remove frequent­
ly the mudd and other dirt.
Lower margin:
Figure of river and city
al serrare 
palaficta
rara e puntellata dasse 
chorso
fossi che son dentro alla terra 
torbido
f osse
fanghi della terra e altre 
immonditie
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To the left with c b a:
a. merchants
b shops
<3 ....
CA 585 R (218 r.b) c. 1499-1500
1 / 2 1/2
I have a glass full of wine and I tjaj£e__out 
half of the wine and j_^ le_n_i_sh the glass with 
water; now the glass is half wine, half wat­
er. Then, I take again one half out and 
replenish again with water, hence there re­
mains ....
Because any continuous quantity is infinitely 
divisible, if we put some amount of wine in a 
glass through which water J^lows_ all the time, 
we will find that the water in the glass will 
never be without some wine.
CA 589 R (219 r.a) c. 1515
Sketch showing the spheres of the elements 
and the Sun:
VII-29
The heat from the Sun changes continually the mutabili al continuo
lightness and gravity of the air, the water
and the earth. The Sun heat makes lighter leuifica
that portion of an element which is closer to
the Sun; the contrary happens in the opposite
part of such elements.
VII-29
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VII-30
CA 589 V (219 v.a) c. 1515
Of the osc_i 1 latory motion of the arms of the 
balance relative to each other.
Figure with h - c - e n d - g a b f ;  c b - e  
a d
The oscillatory motion which shifts from one 
arm of the balance to the other is shown here 
to be born from the 'inpeto' caused by the 
generated inequality of their wj^ iqht_s_ which 
one sees occurring alternatively in the afor­
esaid arms of the balance.
What is 'inpeto'
'Inpeto' is fpjice(?) transferred from the 
motor to the Jiving body which is maintained 
by the wave that such motor generates in part 
of the air within the (ambient) air.
And the wave is born by the vacuum which 
would be generated against the natural law if 
the .ambient _ a ir in front would not fill the 
vacuum. There goes the air that is pushed 
out of its place by the motor. And such air 
in front would not replenish the place where 
that air in front was spj._itted_. And it must 
occur this way successively. And this motion 
would continue in_f_ini tjeTy if the air would 
not be infinitely cor^ re_ss_ible_.
Sketches of drops:
The sides of the drop falling through the air 
flow in direction opposite to that of the
titubante 
infra loro
titubante scambievolmente 
pesi
scambievolmente
virtu
mobile
aria anteciedente
anteciedente 
si diujse
in infinjto 
chondensabile
si movano
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motion of the drop and generate a circular 
wave from the sides to the center of the 
upper part. Such wave is JQOt__refletted from 
the center towards the circumference, but _i_t 
dips in the middle of its circle, and reap­
pears in the lower part and then returns to 
the upper part where first it be_g_an. Thus
the circular wave is re-generated and again
goes to the center where _ i t_be comes _ jp_u b^
ed.
Rotating dish with the word: Water
The water of the ax_ial ly_rotating container
is higher periferally than centrally.
Two communicating vessels 3 with h g f c - m 
n; c d b a - p o:
The surface of all liquids at rest which are 
connec_t_ed one with the other, will always be 
of equal level.
All the waters c^nnec_ted among themselves 
which are above the level of the great ocean 
will have gravity and will be in natural 
motion.
Of the _oscillating wave
The o_s_ci 1 l_a_ting_ wave is the one which impacts 
opposite _banks. There the wave is reflected 
many times until it dissipates itself togeth­
er with the 'inpeto' that moves it.
Dish with water:
chocciola
nonrefrecte 
si profonda
divise
sisomergie
circhunuolubile in se medesimo
chongiuntj 
chongiuncte
titubante
titubante
rive
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VII-32
The water put into a w_ide container shows 
more sticky contact with air than with the
bottom of the container both in circular and 
straight motion of such container. And the 
proof of this can be seen when setting in 
sudden motion the container. The water in
the vessel becomes suddenly_wavy, and the
reason for this is that the water _does_no_t
h a v _ e on its bottom as it has in the 
contact with the air, where it encounters 
more resistance than in the bottom of the
vessel. And because of this it makes a wave 
as the vessel is moved suddenly, because is 
more JT_esis_t_ed_ by the air than by the vessel.
Considering the contact with air, it_is known 
that, due to the motion of the air in contact 
with the surface of the water, such _surface 
(layer) is set in motion; and similarly 
should the motion of the water do to the 
air. Hence, in the contact of two liquids 
one on top of the other: one moves the
other.
Two horn-like vessels with p o m - n o S ;  d c  
b a
Glass, so that one can see the particles (or 
tracers?) of the moving water.
The water within the water has as much weight 
as it has motion, and any natural action is 
accomplished by the _s h or_test__wa y j. Hence the
water in the hiirn-s_haped_ve_ssel n m p will
have such amo_unt_ of the quantity of its mo­
tion as it is the width of its lesser opening 
n, and the motion will be along the line n o
spanso
tenacie
subita onda 
nona peso
rj tenuta
gli e manifesto
pelle
atimj
via brevissima
corno
grosseza
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VII-33
m, And the remainder of the water rests on 
the remainder (surface) of the horn-shaped 
vessel which is underneath and on the sides. 
And this can be seen in the particles which 
are set in motion by the flow of the water 
which is inside the glass vessel n m p.
Other* horn-like vessels :
Heron on water.
On the liquids of different gravities which 
do not mix, and those which do mix.
Two convoluted tubes with c a - b; n - p o m
n m - water - m o p  quicksilver.
a b  be quicksilver and b e  be common water 
and b be a valve which separates the quick­
silver from the aforesaid water. I say that 
if one turns open the valve communicating the 
vessels, the quicksilver will flow under the 
water and no part of the water will flow 
under the quicksilver and it will make equal 
the weights of water and quicksilver.
ariento viuo
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CA 591 R (220 r.a) c. 1506-8
Sketch of bird in ascending spiral:
The bird with smaller circles is the one 
which goes up at higher velocity.
What we propose above, happens because the 
bird that, without _beating its wings, rises 
caj_ried__by the^  wind, receives from underneath 
the wind like a wedge_. The wedge with the 
greater angle has its s_ide less oblique, and 
therefore raises more the thing placed on it.
Here a doubt comes to mind: if the wedge
does not raise the thing placed on it along 
the vertical line unless such thing is con­
strained so that it cannot esc_ape_ with the 
wedge, _dragc[_ed by it, how come that the bird 
can raise above the wind that works on him 
like a wedge, without being carried away by 
such wind? What happens is that the bird can 
go up against the wind because it rises like 
the water which (goes up) when falling (rela­
tive) to the emj^ ty__s_c_rew.
battere
col fauor del uento
conj o
cossta
fuggire 
al cholpo
uite vota
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CA 591 V (220 v.c) c. 1506-8
De_scen_t of the bird without wind or beating 
of the wings.
Sketch, of bird on sinuous path with a c d e f 
h g - K i - b:
When the center of gravity of the bird is 
ahead of the center of the resistance of the 
wings, the bird will come down along an in­
clined line, always with that inclination.
Calare
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CA 605a R (223 v.c) c. 1495
* No body lighter than water will be inte­
grally submerged below the surface of such 
water, unless it is with the help from 
something heavier than water.
Proof
A body _one_de_g_ree_ heavier (lighter?) than
water which is mixed with a body one degree 
heavier than water, will remain with preci­
sion in any part of the water between the 
surface and the bottom.
vn altro grado 
pregitione
V I I - 3 6
D2 D1 
D3 D4
D8 D7 D6 D5
CA 602 R
(See Macagno,M. 1987)
VII-37
CA 606 R (223 v.b) c. 1495-7, 1499-
1500, later additions c. 1503-4
Left-hand-side margin:
That part of the Jironze_ (or brass) which 
being liquid falls first becomes de_nse and 
weighs more.
When a metal is hammereil/ the part closer to 
the impact becomes denser.
Earth or do_ugh (paste?) becomes denser where 
the pressure is exerted on it.
Stones are non homogeneous and that part that 
was closer to the air is the denser.
That part of wood toward the south is denser.
And no body can be made perfectly round.
When a _body_is_nboce_^ompa^_t it is of greater
weight. This is known because of experience 
with water which, w_hen__i_s_J._iguid_, has a cer­
tain weight and if you would heat the water 
(_daj:_er__P_q_Qta_i_ner?_)_ it becomes a subtle s_te_am 
that you will not need a string to sustain 
it(s container), but it will float in the 
air. Also the clouds, being formed of _light 
mist, are sustained by the air, but if they 
contract, so that their minimal particles
co_me poj^ e ther_ an<3 reform into drops, then
they coalesce, become heavy and rain down.
bronzo 
'densa
battuto
pasta
graujta e piu vnjta 
essendo vnjta insieme 
bilancia fumo
sottile
nebbia
sapichano
piovano
VII-38
Cotton - weighing one pound - (initially) 
bound tightly by fine and strong ties will 
weigh much less after expanding, just like an 
inflated ba_l_loon_.
It is understood here that the c_o_tton_f first 
compact and then ej<gand_e_d, is always attached 
to a fine string and not resting on a bal­
ance .
Banbagia
vesscica
banbaga
stretta spansa
VII-39
CA 609 R (225 r.a) c. 1516
Upper margin:
(Air) and water change the shape of the Earth 
and its weight, because earth weighs more in 
clear than in turbid water.
These mathematical considerations give access 
to the knowledge of gravity... etc.
Container hanging from a balance :
The container a can be full of air and clear 
water, or turbid water, with different 
weights of__s_oil, and the more weight is mixed 
with the water, the more such mixture will be 
able to sustain weight; hence the great tur­
bid rivers s_hift the center of the world.
Here there is contradiction, because the 
turbid water is lighter than the earth and 
and never the lighter weighs upon 
the heavier.
superf itie 
scala
graveze di terreno 
mutano
fangho duro
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CA 616 V (226 v.b) c. 1515
Upper margin:
The acquisition of any knowledge is always 
useful to the intellect, because it will 
expel from itself the useless things and 
preserve the good ones.
Bp_Q.§yse_ nothing can be _lov ed_or_h_a_ted_ if one
does not first know the thing.
The thing that moves acquires as much space 
as it leaves behind.
CA 618 R (227 r.a) c. 1500
After an unfinished sentence on what to do so 
that the water of a river can scour in given 
placess and some lines on how to cross a 
river under different flow conditions3 a 
paragraph which seems to have some fluid- 
mechanical meaning :
At each mile it will be necessary to be able 
to disc_harc[_e___water_ _a_brup_t_ly, in similitude 
with a bombard, but it should remain in its
channel so that it can be jrej^ected_dow_rv-
st_re_afn.
chognj tione
perche amare ne odiare
lasciare andare laequa 
asscosse
rispingere poi di sotto
VII-41
CA 620 R (c. 227 r.c) c. 1513-14
Sketch of bombard with b a c:
'Prima'. - The flame ignited in the bombard 
acquires d_ecj_re e_s__o_f___quan t_it_y and ' potent ia' 
at each degree of time.
'Seconda'. - That fire has less _l_ife_ (dura­
tion?) which has less j^triejit (explosive?).
* The fire that grows is_condensed on those
obstacles which impede its growth and is 
propagated in the direction of least re­
sistance .
Flame coming out from a rocket:
Vol_a t i 1 e_ _f i r e_.
'Terza'. - The flame _i_s_cqnd_ensed_ against
those obstacles that impede its growth.
'Quarta'. - The quantity of the generated 
flame PJ^ opagj^ Jtes toward the least resisting 
direction.
The air forms around the flame from the bom­
bard a condensed Packet, where the powder 
expelled, without burning in the bombard, 
ignites (finally) and destroys such pocket 
acting like a bombard, breaking away any 
obstacle.
Rocket and flame:
The flame of the rocket that penetrates the 
air is not the one that pushes such rocket in 
opposite direction, but only the first that
acciesa
gradi di quantità 
vita
nutrimento 
si condensa
focho volatile 
si chondensa
sastente
si fa bonbarda 
bonbarda
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impacts the air. i.e. that one that is _non- 
pliable (or unbending) and that is the first 
to come out from the rocket and....
The flame does not escape from the rocket but 
the rocket does it from the flame. It is 
shown with the naval bombard....
inpieghabile 
trionba da ghalea
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CA 620 V ( 2 2 7  v . b )  c .  1 5 1 3 - 1 4
A drawing of a rooket and oross-bow:
Ro_ck_et thrown with the cross-bow.
On the naval bombard.
The naval bombard pushes backward the man who 
holds it, because the flame, which develops 
in the bombard, wants to propagate itself in 
the opjDOs i t e__d i r e_c t ion_._
This can be proved by (studying) the motion 
of the rocket. Part of the flame developing 
(in the rocket) pushes backward the said 
rocket and, with the other part, drives away 
the air that cpjnp^sses (it?) in front of 
it. This is proven in this way: the powder
which is burning grows in between the (non-) 
ignited powder which limits it from behind 
and the condensed air (in front) and with its 
two ends pushes the aforesaid objects. And 
it displaces more the one that offers less 
resistance, etc.
There is doubt on what part of the flame is 
more condensed in the bombard in which it is 
developing, because it develops on one side 
in contact with the powder and on the other 
side in contact with the air, i.e., together 
with such air. And here seems p_laus_i_ble that 
in the same fljpid several rarities or densi­
ties c_an.n ot coex i s_t_, because the defect is
supplied by the _ex_ces_s_, and the _exc_es_s is 
supplied by the defect, and thus the npnunjp 
_form_pty_ of the fluid becomes unjLform. One 
can answer this: that the flames of two
Razzo balesstro 
Della tronba da ghalea
contraria asspecti 
che in luj sasstende
se li chondensa
da giudicare 
liqujdo
stare in confine, manchamento 
superchio
invnjformjta, vnjforme
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lights when brought together have greater 
density in the common boundary than in their 
(other) boundaries. But this is due to the 
flames not exerting force one against the 
other, when merging in a common direction, 
etc.
Right-hand-side margin:
Where there is more £P_n d ensat i on_ (or compres­
sion) of the flame of the bombard.
When two 'potentie' escape in opposite direc­
tions and thus dilate a ^ f a c_t_i_b 1 e body,
that part of such body will become £a_£.©st 
which is closest to the middle of its length.
This we can see in the cylinder made of warm 
wax and pulled from the ends in opposite 
d irect ions.
Lower margin:
When two 'potentie' converge one against the 
other with equal forces when a co_mpre_s_s ible 
body is comjDresj3_ed, that part of the con­
strained body becomes denser which is closer 
to the center; i.e., remote from the opposite 
extremes, etc.
lumj
ne confini loro 
conchorendo aspecto
condensa
rarefactibjle 
piu rara
condensabile
priemere costrecto
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CA 624 V (229 v.b) c. 1508-10
Near the center of the page; wheel with the
letters m - t - q L -  p o - t S - r - h n  g -
r :
'Soffisticho' of Balestrieri
n ,mouth of the tube n m, catches the water g 
h and carries it up to o. Then m goes down 
to p and n up to o. And because p weighs 
more than o , because of being farther from 
the center of its rotation p descends to the 
water surface g h, and finding there the 
water surface stops there, because there it 
loses the gravity which made it go down to 
that low place. Thus, n stays at the height
r, and m descends to t, and p stays in h, and
the soph_istj_c_ motion of the adversary is 
finished.
CA 627 R (230 v.b-a) March 3, 1516
To the right, on right-hand-side page, above:
* Of the wind that au_gn>en_t_s_ the flame.
* Of the 6xc_e_ssive wind that destroys the 
flame.
* Of the wind _9 _ener_a_ted in the middle of the 
flame from down up along the axis of the 
flame.
bocha della channa 
suo circhunvolubile
soffissticho
avmenta
superchio
nato
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* Why the small flame produces_much_smoke.
* The beginning of the flame consumes the 
great smoke.
* A flame in cold (surroundings) makes a 
quicker and finished surface than in warm 
(surrounding).
CA 633 R (232 r.d) c. 1508-10
Page without writing. The drawing contains 
what seem to be flow patterns, seen by Mari­
noni as waves and vortices 3 and turbulent 
water and waves by Pedretti. It seems diffi­
cult to extract any fluid-mechanical message 
from this drawing.
si converte in gran fumo 
consuma
spedita etterminata freddo
